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The Waves on the Sea
The waves on the sea go up and down,
Up and down, up and down,
The waves on the sea go up and down
All day long.
The shark in the sea goes snap snap snap..
Julian is a Mermaid
The fish in the sea go swish swish swish..
by: Jessica Love
The boats in the sea go toot toot toot…
The gulls on the sea go swoop swoop swoop…
The mermaids in the sea go splash splash splash..
The waves on the sea go up and down,
Up and down, up and down,
The waves on the sea go up and down
All day long.

Have You Ever?
Have you ever seen a mermaid ?
A mermaid, a mermaid
Have you ever seen a mermaid?
Swim this way and that
Swim this way and that way
Swim this way and that way,
Have you ever seen a mermaid?
Swim this way and that
Other verses:
merman / flip tail this way and that

Oona
by: Kelly DiPucchio

Five Little Mermaids
FIVE little mermaids swam near the shore.
The BLUE one swam away; then there were FOUR.
FOUR little mermaids went into the big sea.
The PINK one swam away; then there were THREE.
THREE little mermaids wondering what to do.
The GREEN one swam away; then there were TWO.
TWO little mermaids were having so much fun,
When the ORANGE one swam away; there was only
ONE.
ONE little mermaid just wanted to be a hero.
The PURPLE one swam to save her friend;
And then there were ZERO.
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Five Magic Rabbits

Magic Hat

Five magic rabbits in a tall black hat
Along comes a magician
who gives each one a pat
He waves his magic wand
high above their ears,
Abracadabra, poof!
One rabbit disappears
(count down)

Magic, magic, in my hat!
I’ll pull out a rabbit –
Ahhhh! What is that?!
(repeat until ready for the rabbit)

Magic Finger

Magician Hokey-Pokey

Magic finger in the air
Magic finger in my hair
Magic finger on my hip
Magic finger on my lips

You put your white gloves in
You put your white gloves out
You put your white gloves in
And you shake it all about
You say "abracadabra"
And you turn yourself around
That's what it's all about

Magic Wand
This is my magic wand
Tap, Tap, Tap
Wave it in the air
Clap, Clap, Clap
Tap it on your head
Tap it on your knee
Abracadabra
You will be....

Magic Rabbit
By: Meg McLaren

Magic, magic, in my hat!
I’ll pull out a rabbit –
See! Look at that!

Other verses:
Magic Shoes
Magic Cape
Top Hat

Squid Kid the Magnificent
By: Lynne Berry

Max and the Won't Go to Bed Show
By: Mark Sperring

